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1. Objectives of the measurement 1) Learn the function principle of the tensometric (strain gage) measuring PC plug-in card and the IRC optoelectrical angular position sensor. 2) Measure the masses of available weights. Repeat the measurement for various setups of the measuring card (amplification, filter, number of bits) and observe the influence on the accuracy and speed of the measurement. 3) Measure the torque Mk and the steer angle (torsion)



of the round-profile steel rod.



Make the measurement for five different values of the weights. (Use combinations of weights.). The torque Mk is to be measured both using the measurement card and using the optoelectrical angle transducer. 4) From the measured value of the steering angle compute the shear modulus G (torsion elasticity modulus) of the material.



2. Measurement task Tensometric sensor



a) Connect the tensometric weight device to the measurement card in the PC (the lower connector designated as PCB585). Run the program Vahy (the Scale or Weight). b) Perform initializing of the measurement card by means of the Inicializace button. On the interface panel, set up the amplification (button Buzení and Citlivost), number of bits (Pocet bitu) and filter properties (Filtr) of the card. Confirm by pressing the OK button. c) Perform the calibration by means of the Kalibrace button. First the calibration must be done for the zero mass on the lever, then for a certain mass value. The calibration must be performed always after the initialization of the card. d) Measure the mass of the available weights using



Jedno mereni



(single



measurement) button. You can also measure periodically (Start/Stop button) with adjustable period of 2s to 20s. The results of the measurement are displayed. You should make the measurement for two different setups of the card.
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Torque and steer sensor



a) Disconnect the tensometric weight from the measurement card and connect the device for the torque measurement to the card. The torque Mk is caused by the weight of the mass Z hanging at the lever of the length R, which is attached to the torque rod (see fig. 2). Run the program Kroutici moment . b) Answer the question in the entrance test (Vstupní test). Check what decimal separator ( , or . ) is used. Ask instructor for help. c) Initialize the incremental optoelectrical sensor and the measurement card. Calibrate the card. d) The single or periodical measurement is available. Set the value of the used weight always before the measurement. The theoretical torque is computed from this value. You have to compute the theoretical torque yourself by the first measurement. The theoretical moment serves to the calculation of the measurement error (there is a difference between the values computed from the steer angle (measured by IRC optoelectrical transducer) and the weight mass measured by the tensometric bridge). e) Perform the measurement for five different weight masses. Measure the steer angle before each measurement with the unloaded lever. If the angle is not zero, set it to zero using the button Vynulovani citace (counter reset).
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3. Schematic diagram Tensometric sensors



Figure 1



Tensometric sensor



Torque and steer sensor



Figure 2



Torque sensor
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4. Theory 1) The tensometer sensor uses the stress issued by a weight attached to a hook. This measurement is provided via a tensometric bridge, and can thus issue a difference of voltage between the two parts of the bridge. After the calibration of the device with determined weight, the measurement can be done with reference to the calibration curve, issued by the voltage of the bridge. 2) The torque and steer sensor uses the same kind of bridge to measure the stress issued on the lever, but with a 45° slope inclination to provide the torque measurement. This result is compared with an optoelectronic sensor; placed on the lever axis. Optoelectronic sensors operate with the light interference phenomena (Fabry-Perot principles, well known of basic optical theory). It uses the same principles as the incremental sensors, used many times throughout the lab exercises. Thus, the value, computed through the data acquisition system, gives a result of a torque.



The steer angle and shear modulus are calculated in the following way:
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5. Procedure 1.) The tensometer was used with several weights combination, with varying parameters (filter frequency, number of bits, amplification). Thus, five measures were done for each weight, in order to get a good number of values, and estimate the precision of the system.



2.) The torque and steer sensor was used to perform measurements with five different weights. Thus, we could compare theoretical, optical and mechanically measured moment, twist angle, and error rate for each weight. The shear modulus G can be calculated with these results.



6. Measurement 1) Tensometer sensor Each weight was measured five times, using two different configurations for the data acquisition system. The data are computed in tables 1 and 2 below. All measures are in kg units. Table 1: f=50 Hz, 16 bits, 5 Volts, 2 mV/V Weight (kg) Measure 1 Measure 2 Measure 3 Measure 4 Measure 5 0,4994 0,4999 0,4999 0,4993 0,4996 0,5 0,9994 0,9991 0,9985 1,0017 0,9988 1 1,5047 1,5048 1,5024 1,5047 1,5042 1,5 2,004 2,002 2,0037 2,0022 2,0031 2 2,5043 2,5068 2,5053 2,5058 2,5045 2,5 Table 1 - Tensometer measurements wih first configuration



Table 2: f=100 Hz, 24 bits, 2,5 Volts, 4mV/V Weight (kg) Measure 1 Measure 2 Measure 3 Measure 4 Measure 5 0,4977 0,5004 0,4963 0,4988 0,495 0,5 1,0035 0,999 1,0044 0,9992 1,0014 1 1,4968 1,5029 1,5016 1,5025 1,5023 1,5 1,9952 1,9941 1,9869 1,9917 1,9952 2 2,4985 2,5009 2,493 2,4924 2,4873 2,5 Table 2 - Tensometer measurements with second configuration
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We could notice some slight variations of results if the calibration was made using 0,5 kg or 1 kg weight. More precise results were obtained by calibrating the system with the 1 kg weight. The data acquisition system revealed to be fast and quite precise.



2) Torque and steer sensor The torque and steer sensor was used with the five different weight combinations, performing five measures for each one. Theoretical, optical and mechanical torque can thus be compared, as well as twist angle and error rate. The results are given in the next table. The sign / indicates that the measure couldn t be performed due to hardware hazard and troubles. Weight (kg) 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5



Th. torque 1,03 2,06 3,09 4,12 5,15



Opt. torque 0,902 1,804 2,906 3,809 4,811



Meas. 1 0,996 2,05 3,056 4,106 5,111 Table 3



Meas. 2 Meas. 3



Meas. 4



Meas. 5



1,025 1,028 1,028 1,026 2,046 2,045 2,045 2,046 3,056 3,056 3,056 3,055 4,078 4,096 4,096 4,078 5,111 5,11 5,11 5,11 Force and torque measurements



Twist angle (°) 0,324 0,648 1,044 1,404 /



Error rate (%) 12,96 / 4 2,9 2,4



It appears that the optical measured torque has always smaller values than the theoretical torque for each weight, so that the error rate is higher for this sensor. The mechanically measured values are much closer to the theory, which indicates that the data acquisition system is quite accurate and has fast results. Even more, the measures are really similar to each other, giving a good mean value compared to the theoretical moment. Some troubles in the software lead to the impossibility of getting some measures. The shear modulus was calculated knowing the different parameters of the sensor (length values



), and using the steer angle value measured for each weight. We can



see that the two first values for 0,5 kg and 1 kg are similar, and then the modulus is decreasing as the weight is bigger.
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G (N/m²/rad) 520,34 520,34 484,45 480,31 /



7. Results and conclusion



The measurements were provided by both units in short time, with a fast data acquisition system. The torque and steer angle sensor had some troubles with the configuration of the device, so some results were not accessible during the measurement. As a whole result, the system was easy to use and reliable.



1) The tensometer sensor revealed to be a useful unit, giving precise and accurate values of the weight we put. The calibration of the unit has an influence on the curve used for measurement, so it s important to decide which type of calibration will be chosen, depending on the measurement sequence. Therefore, this unit is a good choice when precise values of weight are needed.



2) The torque and steer sensor was an interesting base, giving points of comparison between different type of sensors: optical incremental sensor and bridge sensor. The optical one was the least precise, giving sometimes values with high error rate. The bridge was again really precise, and the closest to the theoretical torque value. The twist angle values could be used to determine the shear modulus, from which the value is decreasing while the weight is increasing. As a result, this system is valuable when precise torque measurement is needed.



Finally, both of these systems are reliable, precise and fast data acquisition systems. The bridge sensor appears to be a really reliable device, with high resolution. These indications in sensing systems can be easy to operate, giving by this way accurate results for weight and torque measurements.
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